Student Info for Mathematical Statistics -- M384D

Name: ________________________________

What name should I call you? __________________

Email address: ________________________________

Educational Goal at UT: ___________________________ Dept: ________________

Do you have a mailbox in the Math Dept? ______ Elsewhere on campus? Where? ____________

If you did not take M384C last fall, how did you learn the equivalent material? Be specific about course, year, textbook, chapters covered, etc. _______________________

_________________________________________________________________________

1. List other statistics courses you are taking this semester (dept and name):

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

2. Do you have an undergraduate mathematical statistics textbook? ________
   If so, what title and author?

__________________________________________________________________________

3. (Use the back of the page if needed to answer this question.)
   Have you used some statistical or mathematical software? ____________
   If so, what? _______________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

   Do you currently have access to a computer with this software? __________

_________________________________________________________________________

6. Are there any topics you particularly would like to cover in this math stat course? If so, what?

_________________________________________________________________________